Regulation of TRKB surface expression by brain-derived neurotrophic factor and truncated TRKB isoforms.
Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) signaling through its receptor TRKB modulates survival, differentiation, and activity of neurons. BDNF activates TRKB on the cell surface, which leads to the initiation of intracellular signaling cascades and different biological responses in neurons. Neuronal activity has been shown to regulate TRKB levels on the plasma membrane of neurons, but little is known about other factors affecting TRKB surface expression levels. We report here that BDNF regulates the cell surface levels of transfected or endogenously expressed full-length TRKB, depending on the exposure time in neuroblastoma cells and primary hippocampal neurons. BDNF rapidly increases TRKB surface expression levels in seconds, whereas treatment of cells with BDNF for a longer time (minutes to hours) leads to decreased TRKB surface levels. Coexpression of the full-length TRKB together with the truncated TRKB.T1 isoform results in decreased levels of full-length TRKB on the cell surface. This effect is specific to the T1 isoform, because coexpression of a kinase-dead TRKB mutant or another kinase domain-lacking TRKB form, truncated T-Shc, leads to increased TRKB surface levels. Our results suggest that regulation of TRKB surface expression levels by different factors is tightly controlled by complex mechanisms in active neurons.